Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a stochastic algorithm used for the optimization problems proposed by Kennedy [1] in 199 5. It is a very good technique for the optimization problems. But still there is a drawback in the PSO is that it stuck in the local minima. To improve the performance of PSO, the researchers proposed the different variants of PSO. Some researchers try to improve it by improving initialization of the swarm. Some of them introduce the new parameters like constriction coefficient and inertia weight. Some researchers define the different method of inertia weight to improve the performance of PSO. Some researchers work on the global and local best particles by introducing the mutation operators in the PSO. In this paper, we will see the different variants of PSO with respect to initialization, inertia weight and mutation operators.
Introduction
PSO is a Mehta heuristic algorithm originally proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [ HYPERLINK \l "JKe95" 1 ]. The algorithm simulates the behavior of bird flock flying together in multi dimensional space in search of some optimum place, adjusting their movements and distances for better search]}. PSO is an evolutionary computation method similar to the Genetic Algorithm (GA). Swarms called particles are initialized randomly and then search for optimal by updating generations.PSO has two approaches: one is called cognitive and another is called social. The algorithm mimics a particle flying in the search space and moving towards the global optimum. A particle in PSO can be defined as , D is for dimensions and R is for real numbers [30] . Each particle has its own velocity and position which are randomly initialized in the start. Each particle have to maintain its positions p best known as local best position and the G best known as global best position among all the particles. Following equations are used to update the position and velocity of the particle. (2) Where is the velocity, is the position is the personal best position of the particle and is the global best position for the PSO. , are two random numbers ranges [0, 1) and & are the leaning factors.
Original PSO Pseudo Code
To improve the performance of PSO, researches modified the PSO in different ways. The pseudo code of original PSO is:
Initialize the population randomly While (Population Size) { Loop Calculate fitness If fitness value is better from the best fitness value (p best ) in history then Update p best with the new p best End loop Select the particle with the best fitness value from all particles as g best While maximum iterations or minimum error criteria is not attained { For each particle Calculate particle velocity by equation (1) Update particle position according to equation (2) Next } }
Elements Used In PSO
Before working with the PSO, we have to know about the elements used in the PSO. First of all, we shall overview the brief concepts of the PSO elements.
Particle---We can define the particle as P i for real numbers.
Fitness Function---Fitness
Function is the function used to find the optimal solution. Usually it is an objective function.
Local Best---t t It is the best position of the particle among its all positions visited so for.
Global Best---t t The position where the best fitness is achieved among all the particles visited so for.
Velocity Update---Velocity is a vector to determine the speed and direction of the particle. Velocity is updated by the equation (I).
Position Update---All the particles try to move toward the best position for optimal fitness. Each particle in PSO updates their positions to find the global optima. Position is updated by equation (2) Flow chart of the basic PSO 
Pso Applications
There are different PSO applications available in the literature like power applications, image Processing and functions optimization.
Here we will discuss more about the functions optimization.
Pso Variants
In 1995, Kennedy proposed PSO [1]. As it is mathematically proved so researchers are trying to improve the PSO. Therefore, PSO has different variants with different parameters like, Initialization, Inertia weight and many other techniques. The details of some PSO variants are given below.
Initialization
Initialization of the particles has an important role in the performance of PSO. If the initialization is not good then algorithm may search in unwanted area and it will be hard to search for the optimal solution. The performance of PSO heavily depends on the initialization of the swarms [3] .in this section we will see study the different variants of PSO with respect to initialization. Nguyen et al [2] et al used some low discrepancy sequence to initialize the particles. Author used Halton, Sobol, and Faure sequences to initialize the swarm. They test their proposed variants using six standard benchmark functions. They find that the performance of PSO with sobol initialization is best among all the techniques. Jabeen et al [4] presented an opposition based PSO. Author claimed that by the social phenomena if one person is bad then his opponent is good. They generate the population and opposite population then calculate the fitness; the fitter one population is selected to run the PSO. According to author the opposite particle is defined as
Where D is the dimension and R is real number.
Pant et al [5] used qasi random sequence for initialization of the swarm to improve the PSO performance. Author used the vnder corput and sobol sequence for the swarm initialization. Author used four benchmark functions to perform the experiment. According to the results presented by the author the performance of VC-PSO used vendor corrupt sequence and SO-PSO used sobol sequence remain dominant on the simple PSO.
Omran [6] proposed an opposition based learning to improve the performance of PSO. They propped three variant of PSO. In one they just generate the opposite particles then calculate the fitness of both particles then select the fitter particles to run the PSO. In another variant, the lowest fitter particle was replaced with its opposite particle during each iterati-on. Eight benchmark functions ware used to test the performance of propped variants with the basic PSO. The results show that the presented variants perform well.
Chang et al [7] proposed an enhance variant of PSO which they called quasi-oppositional comprehensive learning particle swarm optimizers (QCLPSO). They used the qausi opposite numbers for the swarm initialization.
Constriction Factor
In this section, we will just overview a variant of PSO in which constriction factors has been introduced.
Clerc [8] proposed an approach to balance the constriction factor. By clerc following equation used to update the velocity 
Inertia Weight
Inertia weight is an approach like the constriction coefficient to balance the exploration-exploitation trade off. The bigger value of inertia weight encourages the exploration and smaller value of inertia weight encourages for the exploitation. Shi [9] first time introduce the inertia weight to control the exploration and exploitation. Some researcher used fix inertia weight, some used linearly decreasing and some used non-linearly decreasing inertia weight. This section discuss about the variations of basic PSO by modifying the inertia weight in different ways.
Li [10] used the exponent decreasing inertia weight. To balance the local and global search abilities the author presented the exponent decreasing inertia weight as (4) Where shows the max iteration, t shows the t th iteration, shows the actual inertia weight, shows the inertia weight value when the algorithm process run the max iterations, and is a factor to control w between . Chongpeng et al [11] proposed a variant of PSO with non-linearly decreasing inertia weight as (5) Where k 1 , k 2 k k are two natural numbers, is the initial inertia weight, is the final value of weighting coefficient, is the maximum number of iteration and t is current iteration. Value of k 1 >1 and K 2 K =1. Yuhui [12] used fuzzy set of rules to adjust inertia weight dynamically Zhang et al [13] generate a uniformly distributed random number between [0, 1]. Author claimed that the performance of proposed inertia weight is much better than the linearly decreasing inertia weight. Moreover they said that through their technique two draw backs of linearly inertia weight can be overcome. One the dependency of inertia weight on the maximum number of iteration the another one is avoiding the lacks of local search ability in the start and global search ability at the end.
Wei et al [14] introduce a new version of inertia weight; inertia weight changed dynamically based on speed and accumulation factors.
Pant et al [15] used Gaussian distribution to set the inertia weight. Following equation used to set the inertia weight (6) Where rand is random number generated by Gaussian distribution.
Xuedan Liu et al [16] used following equation to set the inertia weight (7)
Mutation Operators
To improve the performance of PSO and to escape it from the local minima, the researches proposed different variants of PSO with mutation operators. Some researchers mutate the global best particle and some mutate the local best particle with different techniques to prevent the PSO for stagnation in local minima. Here we will discuss some of the PSO variants with respect to mutation operators.
Wang et al [17] proposed a variant of PSO with Cauchy mutation. Author mutates the global best particle then compares its fitness with the original particle fitness, the fitter one is selected.
Following equation used to mutate the particle. (8) Where N is a cauchy distributed function with scale parameter t=1, is a random number between of defined domain of test function and Where is the th velocity vector of th particle in the population, popsize used for population.
Wang et al [18] proposed another variant of PSO in which Cauchy mutation is used with opposition based PSO. Pant et al [19] presented a new version of PSO with adaptive mutation. They proposed two versions of PSO AMPSO1 and AMPSO2, in one they mutate the global best particle while in another local best particle was mutated. Following equation used to mutate the particle (9) Where , N(0,1) is a normally distributed function with mean zero and standard deviation one, is another random number generated for each value of j, and are set as and respectively and value of is originally set as 3. Betarand () is a random number generated by beta distribution with parameter less than 1. Pant et al [20] presented another extension of PSO using sobol mutation. They proposed two version of PSO: first one is SM-PSO1 and another one is SM-PSO2. In the first one, they mutate the best particle in the swarm. But in the second one, they work on the worst particle in the swarm. The proposed operator was defined as
Where and are random numbers generated by sobol sequence.
Wu et al [23] proposed a variant of PSO by using power distribution. Author applies the power mutation on the global best particle and then check the fitness of both particles original and mutated one and select the fitter one.
Imran et al [22] proposed another power mutation operator for opposition based PSO. In their proposed technique, they initialize the PSO with opposite swarms, and then apply the power mutation on global best particle. Author claimed that in this way two times performance of PSO improved; at the initialization and also by mutating global best to prevent PSO from stagnation.
Imran et al [23] presented another variant of PSO by introducing the student T mutation. Author used the student T distribution to mutate the global best particle. They claimed that their work has performance over Cauchy mutation and f f adaptive mutation.
Chen [24] proposed another variant of PSO with mutation operator. In this study, author first generate the mutant particle on the basis of probability, and then check the fitness of both particle and mutant particle, then select fitter one.
Conclusion
From above study, we can to know that after proposal of PSO many researchers are working to improve its performance. In original PSO, there was no inertia weight but to improve the performance researchers introduced the inertia weight. Then they tried to improve the performance by trying the different initialization methods. Researchers also work on the global best particle to escape it from the local minima. For this purpose they introduce the different mutation operators to improve the performance of PSO.
